Welcome:

1. Approval of minutes of the meeting of October 20, 2006.
   Reference: Minutes sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
   Action Item

   Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
   Action Item

3. Program Proposal – Middle School Licensing Area at IU Southeast
   Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
   Action Item

4. Program Proposal – Upper Elementary / Middle School Licensing Area at IUPUI
   Reference: Document forthcoming from Linda Houser (IUPUI)
   Action Item

5. Program Proposal – Licensing area in ESL / ENL – Joint proposal from IU Bloomington and IU Southeast
   Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
   Action Item

6. Program Proposal – Generalist Early Childhood (Pre-Kindergarten) License at IU Southeast
   Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
   Action Item

7. Program Proposal – English as a New Language License at IP-FW
   Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
   Action Item

8. Program Revisions from IU Northwest
   Reference: Documents forthcoming from Sheila Trzcinka
   Action Item
9. Program Proposal – M.S. in Elementary Education / Early Childhood Education Concentration at IU South Bend
   Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
   Action Item

10. Program Proposal – B.S. in Elementary Education: Early / Middle Childhood Education Component at IU South Bend
    Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall
    Action Item

11. Program Proposal – Preschool Certification, at Initial Level from IU South Bend
    Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall on 4/18/07
    Action Item

12. Program Proposal – Preschool Certification, Advanced level from IU South Bend
    Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall on 4/18/07
    Action Item

13. New Course Proposal – EDUC E521 Topics in Environmental Science Education – IU South Bend
    Reference: Document sent as email attachment from Guy Wall on 4/18/07
    Action Item

14. Qualifications for Serving as an Education Council Representative – Khaulamurtadha (IUPUI)
    Discussion Item

15. “Re-Tooling” UG Elementary Education Programs – Campus reports and discussion on common elements and articulations with Ivy Tech. Comm. Coll.
    Discussion Item

16. Meeting locations and dates for 2007/08

17. Other Items

Adjournment